
Windyknowe Home Learning Tasks   (Daily)                                                                                                  Date issued: 21.4.20 

  

P1             Literacy  

   Handwriting             Task 1     Reading                      Task 2    Talking            Task 3  
  

 Aim: To write, say and identify capital letters.  

 

Use the Windyknowe uppercase letter formation worksheet in 

your pack to help.  

 

Have a go writing these capital letters that all start with a 

downwards line. Adults may wish to dictate the words beside each 

letter. Use a lined page to practise positioning them correctly on 

the lines. 

  

 D – Start at the top line and go straight down to the bottom line. 

Go all the way back up to the top on the same line. Now make a 

fat tummy finishing on the bottom line. 

 

 B – Start at the top line and go straight down to the bottom line. 

Go all the way back up to the top on the same line. Now go round 

and round like you are making a number 3. Finish on the bottom 

line. 

 

 P - Start at the top line and go straight down to the bottom line. 

Go all the way back up to the top on the same line. Now make the 

curved part finishing in the middle. 

 

 

Extra challenge – Pick 3 capital letters and think of a person’s 

name or a place that begins with that letter.   

  

Aim: To read for information. 

 

Have a go at reading the following. Ask an adult to 

read it with you if you need some help. The text is on 

the next page in a larger font. 

 

‘A bee has 6 legs. A bee has 5 eyes. A bee has 4 

wings. A bee has 3 body parts. A bee has 2 antennae. 

A bee has 1 sting.’ 

 

Answer yes or no: 

 

A bee has 4 wings.   _______ 

A bee has 3 legs.      _______ 

A bee has 5 eyes.     _______ 

A bee has 1 wing.     _______ 

A bee has 6 antennae.  _______ 

A bee has 1 sting.    _______ 

 

 

Extra Challenge: Write the answers to the questions 

in sentences in your jotter. Copy the correct spelling 

of words from the text. 

  

Aim: To speak loudly and clearly. 

To use descriptive vocabulary. 

 

Pick any object that you can see. 

 

Think of clues and describe it to 

another person. Can they guess what 

you are describing?  

 

 E.g. It is a rectangle shape. It is 

hard. Every room has one. It can 

open. It is made of glass. You can 

see through it. 

 

Remember to speak loudly and 

clearly and have eye contact with 

your audience.  

 

Extra Challenge: Can you write a set 

of clues? 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

Task 2  (your child will need help with the words ‘eyes’, ‘body’ and ‘antennae’) 

 

‘A bee has 6 legs.   A bee has 5 eyes.   A bee has 4 

 

 wings.   A bee has 3 body parts.   A bee has 2 

 

antennae.  A bee has 1 sting.’ 
 

A bee has 4 wings.   _______ 

A bee has 3 legs.      _______ 

A bee has 5 eyes.     _______ 

A bee has 1 wing.     _______ 

A bee has 6 antennae.  _______ 

A bee has 1 sting.    _______ 
 


